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1. Introduction

During last years, the evolution of the Tunnel Boring Machine
(TBM) and the construction techniques associated to these drillin
devices gave the opportunity to plan and construct tunnels unde
increasingly difficult scenarios. Nowadays, it is possible to construc
tunnels under severe conditions and at any range of overburden
with the possibility of achieving unsuspected drilling rates unde
high ground and water pressures. These unfavorable conditions im
ply higher structural requirements in order to resist the increment
of ground pressures and the forces imposed by the advances of th
TBM, conferring to the segmental tunnel lining a decisive role in th
tunnel construction.

The optimization of segmental tunnel linings requires th
utmost knowledge about the lining behavior and the structura
forces that have to be resisted. Such like on the design practic
of other structures, the prediction of linings behavior is commonl
carried out by numerical models that simulate the conditions an
phenomena imposed by the designers. Therefore, further to con
trast the suitability of the adopted models it is also of paramoun
importance an appropriate selection and comprehension of th
main phenomena involved in the structural response of the linin
to achieve a better approach of the simulated situation. The behav
ior of segmental tunnel linings is affected by multiple phenomen
that even individually present a complex behavior that signifi
cantly complicate the prediction of their structural response.
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f the in situ test described in the part 1 of the paper is performed by means o
2D plane stress model and a 3D shell elements model. A consistent modelin
ieved through the proper simulation of the main phenomena involved on th

ning: (1) the steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) post-cracking behavior, (2
joints between segments and (3) the ground–structure interaction. The origi
henomena and the modeling techniques employed to simulate them are care
ed. Finally, the results obtained are compared with the experimental ev
ent accuracy achieved in terms of displacements, joints closures and crac

� 2011 Published by Elsevier Lt

able at ScienceDirect

round Space Technology
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The in situ test performed on the experimental section of L
tunnel of the subway of Barcelona (described in part 1 of this pape
(Molins and Arnau, 2011)) represents, as far as known by th
authors, a unique chance to determine the most important phe
nomena involved in segmental tunnel linings real behavior beside
to allow the calibration and checking of the numerical models o
the simulation of their structural response.

This paper deals with the numerical simulation of the in situ tes
and the comparison of the obtained results with the experimenta
evidences. In the first part, the main phenomena involved in th
structural behavior of segmental tunnel linings are described an
their modeling techniques are presented and discussed. These tech

niques are applied to the particular conditions of the experimenta
section of L9, defining both 2-D and 3D models to reproduce th
test. The comparison of the experimental data with the numerica
results in terms of general response, displacements, joints move
ments and crack patterns, allows the determination of the accurac
achieved with the proposed numerical models.

2. Tunnel behavior and associated phenomena

2.1. Phenomena common to all segmental tunnel linings

The models actually employed in the prediction of tunne
behavior are mostly created for design purposes. This fact allow
the assumption of certain hypotheses that simplify the solutio
by providing safety results. On the other hand, the reproductio
of the real response requires an adequate consideration of a
parameters involved in that behavior. Therefore, it is necessary t
ytical study of the structural response of segmental tunnel linings based on an
chnol. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.tust.2011.04.005
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Pl
in
arly define them and develop numerical strategies for their
curate simulation.
Former approaches to predict the structural forces in tunnel lin-

gs were based on analytical solutions obtained from simplified
odels which considered the structure as a rigid pipe embedded

ground continuum model (Morgan, 1961; Muir Wood, 1975;
ddeck and Erdmann, 1985). The consideration of the ground-
ucture interaction was usually performed by means of the
-called bedded ring models, where the ground reaction is ap-
oached by means of discrete springs according to the Winkler’s
eory (e.g. Schulze and Duddeck, 1964). The analytical solution
these single models can neither take into account the complexi-
s of the different phenomena involved in the structural behavior
segmental tunnel linings nor analyze complex situations suchlike
unnel section crossing different ground layers. The use of the fi-

te element method (FEM) allows the resolution of the bedded
ring model for multiple load cases or support situations even
cluding more advanced material properties or approximations
consider the effect of the joints between segments.
The adequate consideration of the joints behavior and its influ-

ce on the lining structural response have probably been the most
scussed items in literatures regarding structural analysis of seg-
ental tunnel linings. The first attempts to consider the influence
longitudinal joints were based on the increase of the lining

xibility. Muir Wood (1975) proposed a formulation to reduce
e moment of inertia of a rigid pipe depending on the number
segments that composes the ring. Recent models consider the
nts behavior by means of rotational springs located at joints

aces (JSCE, 2000; Blom, 2002; Ding et al., 2004), presenting the
vantage of being easily implemented in bedded beam models.
it was defined by Blom (2002), the longitudinal joints present
omplex non linear behavior due to their incapacity to transfer

nsile stresses. For a certain axial stress level and an increasing
nding moment, a loose of contact occurs at one side of the joint
int gapping) generating a non linear behavior that is dependent
the axial stress. For the same joint, different axial stress levels

ovide different rotational behaviors, thus increasing the com-
exity of its appropriate consideration on the analysis models. In
nsequence, the main drawbacks of the rotational springs are
e need of previous knowledge on the behavior of the imple-
ented joint and the difficulty to take into account the influence
a certain axial stress level in the joint response.
More sophisticated approaches were used in shell elements

odels in order to achieve a better simulation of the real joint re-

onse. Vervuurt et al. (2002) modeled the joints between the shell

1922.2
193

194ab
195tio
196us
ments segments by means of concrete beam elements which
esented no tensile resistance whilst Van Empel and Kaalberg
002) employed a combination of three springs to model their
rticular joint configuration. On approaches where the height of
e structure is modeled by finite elements (plane stress models

3D brick models) joints behavior is typically considered by

eans of interface elements placed at joints locations that do not
ow the transmission of tensile stresses (Plizzari and Tiberti,
06; Blom et al., 1999). This method represents the physical phe-
menon occurring at the joint and, therefore, it is the most natu-
l approximation to the real joint behavior.
Within the available bibliography it is assumed that a realistic
ulation of segmental tunnel linings requires the consideration

the structural interaction between adjacent rings (coupled anal-
is) that is produced through the circumferential joints. The anal-
es performed by Klappers et al. (2006) show that the coupling of
gs in segmental tunnel linings with staggered joints produce a
ffer structure respect of the aligned joints configuration. In
nsequence, higher bending moments are obtained with lower
ucture deformations. The coupling capacity of adjacent rings de-
nds on multiple factors involving the joint configuration, the
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ial stress remaining in the lining due to the TBM ram forces
d also the ground stiffness due to its influence on the rings
splacements and deformations. The lateral ring interaction is
mmonly modeled by means of coupling springs or interface ele-
ents located at contact points between adjacent rings. According
Blom (2002) those springs describe the combined behavior of

e dowel and socket system and the lateral friction through pack-
g materials.

Apart from the joints behavior, there is another parameter that
nificantly influences the structural response of tunnel linings:

e ground–structure interaction. A ring of a segmental lining is a
ultiple hinged structure and, consequently, its equilibrium in
nt of loads depends on the surrounding ground response. The

ound–structure interaction defines the boundary conditions of
e structure and therefore its variation modifies the structural
sponse of the lining. There are two main techniques for its mod-
ng: (1) discrete springs assuming the Winkler hypothesis and (2)
rectly modeling the ground with finite elements. The full model-
g of the ground with finite elements is mainly applied for analyses

ere surface settlements or accurate tunnel loads predictions are
tended (e.g. Broere and Brinkgreve, 2002; Kasper and Meshke,
04) while spring models are commonly used on the analyses fo-
sed on the structural behavior of the segmental concrete lining
.g. Plizzari and Tiberti, 2006; Blom et al., 1999). Although the full
odeling of surrounding ground should provide more accurate re-
lts (despite the fact that the interface conditions have also to be
equately selected), it requires heavy computational efforts when
etailed analysis with ground and structure non linear behaviors

intended. Additionally, the study of the lining structural response
quires the evaluation of multiple structure, ground and load sce-
rios that suppose a tedious and difficult work to be created with
e full ground modeling.

. Particularities of the L9 experimental section

Besides the common phenomena associated to all segmental
nnel linings, the simulation of the in situ test requires the consid-
ation of three particular phenomena occurring at the tested
ucture: (1) the use of steel fibers as unique reinforcement for
ncrete (only few small reinforcement bars were used to sustain
e instrumentation of the test), (2) the use of bituminous packers
longitudinal joints (between segments of the same ring) which
esent a complex behavior and (3) the flat circumferential joints
tween rings.

.1. Steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC)
The use of steel fibers in segmental tunnel linings has consider-

ly increased during last years. Their main contribution is tradi-
nally related to the avoidance of concrete spalling. Spalling is
ed to occur in segment joints due to deficient segment allocation,
adequate segment construction tolerances or joints geometries

en the TBM jack forces are applied. Steel fibers act as small links
tween the detached concrete and the segment avoiding the rep-
ation of the superficial damage. But steel fibers are not only pres-
t at the edges or corners of the segments. Their presence inside
e whole element may contribute to the structural resistance of
e lining. Different works have been developed in order to quantify
e contribution of steel fibers to the lining resistance (de Waal,
00; Plizzari and Tiberti, 2006; Kasper et al., 2007). The in situ test

ed to perform a step forward and directly prove the suitability
using it as unique reinforcement. Moreover, the multiple data
d the crack patterns obtained are used in the present paper to cal-
ate and contrast the precision offered by tunnel numerical mod-
when the consideration of the structural contribution of such

mplicate material is intended. An accurate numerical simulation
study of the structural response of segmental tunnel linings based on an
(2011), doi:10.1016/j.tust.2011.04.005
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212 will allow the study, comprehension and the design improvement
213 of SFRC segmental tunnel linings.

214 2.2.2. Bituminous packer
215 The experimental section of L9 presents a singular joints config-
216 uration. Whilst the circumferential joints (between adjacent rings)
217 present the usual plastic packers, the longitudinal joints (between
218 segments of the same ring) present a 2 mm thick bituminous sheet
219 instead of the more common concrete-to-concrete contact. During
220 the characterization test of the packers carried out at UPC by
221 Cavalaro (2009), a plastic behavior with significant remaining
222 deformations was observed for the bituminous sheet. The in situ
223 test comprises various load–unload cycles and consequently, the
224 accumulation of plastic deformations causes different initial joint
225 rotations at the start of each load phase. Therefore, it is necessary
226 to accurately consider the packer behavior to obtain a satisfactory
227 movements and displacements prediction.
228 An experimental campaign was carried out in order to deter-
229 mine the behavior of the L9 longitudinal joints packer. The test
230 consists of 5 load–unload cycles with three different compression
231 stresses (20, 40 and 60 N/mm2), repeating three times the maxi-
232 mum stress cycle. Fig. 1 shows the stress–strain relation obtained
233 in the performed test.
234 As can be clearly observed in Fig. 1, the bituminous packer pre-
235 sents a non linear stress–strain diagram showing a soft behavior
236 for low stresses and a hardening process close to 10 N/mm2. A sig-
237 nificant deformation remains in the packer after the unloading,
238 presenting similar slopes for the unloading branches at different
239 stress levels. The three consecutives cycles at 60 N/mm2 denote a
240 small additional remaining deformation despite the previous
241
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258a practical engineering point of view. In this way, the most reason-
259able modeling philosophy goes through the simulation ‘‘one by
260one’’ of the main phenomena involved on the lining structural
261response and their subsequent integration in tunnel models. This
262section shows the numerical strategies followed to reproduce the
263material and physical behaviors that particularly affect the struc-
264tural response of the test.

2653.1. Steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC)

266The experimental campaign carried out to characterize the SFRC
267of the segments is described in the part 1 of this paper (Molins and
268Arnau, 2011). The results of the 4 point beam tests (IBN, 1992)
269were used to determine the tensile behavior of the SFRC. This test
270s
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achievement of the stress level.

2.2.3. Flat circumferential joints
The circumferential joints do not present any dowel and socke

system. In consequence, the transference of tangential forces
limited by the lateral friction between the concrete surface an
the packers. Additionally, the experimental section was located in
side a hard rock formation which severally limits the deformatio
of the loaded ring and consequently diminishing the coupling e
fect of the adjacent rings. Moreover, the results obtained in th
in situ test showed that no significant stress redistributions occu
from the loaded ring to the rest of the structure (Molins and Arnau
2011). For this reason, it was decided to perform unique ring mod
els to simulate the in situ test.

3. Modelization strategies
As previously mentioned, this work intends to evaluate the pre-
cision that can be achieved with the numerical models on the sim-
ulation of the structural behavior of segmental tunnel linings from

Fig. 1. Stress–strain relation for L9 bituminous packer under cyclic loading.

Please cite this article in press as: Arnau, O., Molins, C. Experimental and anal
in situ loading test. Part 2: Numerical simulation. Tunnel. Underg. Space Te
provides the flexural post-cracking response of the SFRC by mean
of a load–deflection diagram, but the adequate material definitio
requires the tensile versus crack-opening response. The conversio
factor that provides the crack-opening from the deflection was ob
tained through the geometrical analysis of the test configuration

Steel fibers present a random distribution inside the concret
suck like aggregates and, therefore, can present multiple orienta
tions. For this reason, the easiest and most common way to con
sider steel fibers contribution goes through the improvement o
the post-cracking behavior of concrete.

In order to obtain the SFRC tensile behavior from the flexural re
sponse measured at 4 point beam tests, a simplified inverse analy
sis (Roelfstra and Wittmann, 1986) was applied. The SFRC sectiona
behavior described in the guidelines provided by Rilem TC 162-TD
(2003) was employed to determine the best-fitting post-crackin
law according to a predefined function shape. Among the multipl
possibilities of shapes that can be used to characterize SFRC pos
cracking behavior (Antunes and Gettu, 2006), a sloped-constan
diagram was selected (Fig. 2). The value of the load at first crac
obtained in the NBN test was used to calculate the maximum flex
ural tensile stress of concrete (fr = 6.67 N/mm2) and was converte
to the maximum elastic tensile stress (fct = 5.67 N/mm2) by mean
of the formulation proposed in the Model Code (1990). Fig. 2 show
the results obtained on the inverse analysis to adjust the sloped
constant post-cracking diagram for the tested SFRC.With the aim
of test and calibrate the numerical model of SFRC behavior, tw
different simulations of the 4-point beam test were carried ou
by means of plane stress and shell elements models. Both analyse
were performed by means of the Multi-Directional Fixed Crac
Model. This material model is based on the decomposition of th
total strain into an elastic strain ee and a crack strain ecr, being nec
essary to define the stress–crack strain relation (r–ecr) for concret
tensile behavior. The conversion factor between crack-opening (x
and crack strain (ecr) is the so-called crack bandwidth (hcr) and cor
304responds to a numerical criterion based on the formulation of the
305finite elements (Bazant and Oh, 1983). In these analyses, it was
306assumed a crack bandwidth equal to the square root of the ele-
307ments area (hcr ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ael

p
). Additionally, for shell elements models,

308a geometrical equality between the side length of the element
309and the represented height was assumed.
310As can be observed in Fig. 3, the results obtained from both type
311of models present a very good agreement to the experimental ones,
312thus validating the assumptions and modeling techniques used to
313define the SFRC post-cracking behavior.

3143.2. Packer behavior

315The modeling of the complex bituminous packer response (de-
316scribed at Section 2.2) was performed by means of a Von Mises
317plasticity model. The behavior presented in unloading and re-load-
318ing process is assumed to determine the elasticity modulus of the
319packer (670 N/mm2). A hardening diagram is employed to modify

ytical study of the structural response of segmental tunnel linings based on an
chnol. (2011), doi:10.1016/j.tust.2011.04.005
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320 th selected elasticity modulus in order to reproduce the initial
321 loa response of the bituminous packer. The simulation of the
322 pa
323 th
324

325 in
326 it
327 at
328 re
329 re

330 3.3

331

332 pe
333 sid
334 as

335gapping is produced in tension. For shell elements model, a specific
336interface element with integration points along its height was used
337-C
338co
339consider the local deformation of the concrete behind the packer
340(Fig. 6a). Despite this, no significant stress differences along the
341joi
342as
343upper part of the joint (around 200 mm in height) can also be ob-
344served in Fig. 6b, in which stress transmission zone is absent. This
345fac
346in
347

348ph
349ca
350sti
35152
352siv

Fig. 2. Adopted sloped-constant diagram employed in the inverse analysis and its best fitting parameters to reproduce the experimental section SFRC behavior.

Fig. 3. Results obtained in the 4-point beam test simulations.
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cker test was performed in order to contrast the suitability of
e adopted model. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
The implemented model uses the same branch for the unload-

g and reloading processes presenting a small inaccuracy because
does not reproduce the additional plastic deformation occurred
every reloading, providing a slight underestimation of the total

maining deformation (Fig. 4) that should not affect the overall
sponse of the ring.

. Longitudinal joints

The simulation of the loose of contact in longitudinal joints was
rformed by means of unilateral interface elements located at one
e of the plastic packer elements (Fig. 5). Nonlinear stiffness was

signed to them, defining a rigid behavior in compression whilst
Fig. 4. Results of the simulation of the bituminous packer test.

ease cite this article in press as: Arnau, O., Molins, C. Experimental and analytical
situ loading test. Part 2: Numerical simulation. Tunnel. Underg. Space Technol.
L24I, Diana 9 Manual (2005)-. The main limitation of this shell
nfiguration in front of plane stress models is the incapacity to
nt occur when comparing with results of the plane stress model,
can be seen in the example of Fig. 6b. The loose of contact on the
t is particularly crucial because it allows the modeling of joints
an accurate way when using 3D shell elements models.
The combination of the packer behavior and the gapping
enomenon provides the nonlinear response of the joint that
n be observed in Fig. 7. It shows the evolution of the rotational
ffness of L9 longitudinal joint for two different axial forces of
5 kN/m and 1050 kN/m, corresponding to a concrete compres-
e stresses of 1.5 N/mm2 and 3 N/mm2 respectively.

. Ground–structure interaction

As previously discussed, the adequate consideration of the
ound–structure interaction plays a decisive role on the structural

ulation of segmental tunnel linings response. There exist two
fferent elements that play a structural role beyond the segmental
ncrete lining: the hardened backfill grout and the surrounding
ound (Fig. 8a). A bedded spring model was selected for the
alysis of the in situ test, placing spring elements in radial (Kr)
d tangential (Kt) directions (Fig. 8). The grout was simulated
means of interface elements placed between the structure and

e ground spring elements. Fig. 8b shows the conceptual scheme
r a plane stress configuration whilst Fig. 8c is related to the shell
ments configuration.
Fig. 5. Layout of joints configuration in plane stress finite elements model.

study of the structural response of segmental tunnel linings based on an
(2011), doi:10.1016/j.tust.2011.04.005
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371

372

373

374

375

376376376376376376 To consider the loose of contact between the lining and the
377 grout a Mohr–Coulomb material model with tensile gap is applied
378 to the interface elements. In consequence, when an interface ele-
379 ment is subjected to a radial tension the gap arises, avoiding the
380 transference of forces to the radial or tangential ground springs re-
381 lated to it. The compression stiffness of the interface elements is
382 related to the gap size (175 mm in L9) and the grout elasticity
383 modulus. For the latter, a value of 1000 MPa was estimated from
384 the grout mix proportion, which is in accordance with the experi-
385 mental results obtained at the district heating tunnel of Copenha-
386 gen described by Kasper et al. (2007).
387 The radial spring stiffness was assumed according to relation
388 (1), corresponding to the analytical solution of a circular tunnel
389 in elastic ground. Tangential stiffness (Eq. (2)), was assumed as
390 1/3 of the radial (Molins and Arnau, 2011). According to the geo-
391 technical information, the parameters assumed to characterize
392 the granodiorite rock formation surrounding the tunnel were an
393 elastic deformation modulus of Es = 11,225 N/mm2 and a Poisson
394 ratio of m = 0.24.

395

Kr ¼
Es

R � ð1þ mÞ ð1Þ
397397

398

Kt ¼
Kr

3
ð2Þ 400400

4014. Real scale test: numerical models and analyses

402The previous modeling techniques of the different phenomena
403involved on the structural behavior of the L9 experimental section
404were applied on two different approaches: a 3D shell elements
405model and a 2D plane stress model. Both models only considered
406a unique ring regarding the quasi-individual response observed
407during the test (Molins and Arnau, 2011). Plane stress model
408should provide a more accurate sectional response due to the mod-
409eling of the segments height whereas the shell elements model can
410consider the effects of loads out of the middle plane. The latter is
411necessary in this case because the final position of the jacks was
412out of the middle plane of the ring. Table 1 shows the description
413and the amount of finite elements employed in each member of
414both models: 2D plane stress and 3D shell.
415The reinforcement elements were used to simulate the small
416amount of reinforcement bars placed in the loaded ring to sustain
417the internal instruments. The steel plates located under the jacks
418were considered through the modification of the material proper-
419ties of the affected elements.
420Before the test simulation it was necessary to reproduce the
421previous state of the ring for three main reasons: (1) previous
422stress states play a decisive role on cracking formation and devel-
423opment, (2) the joints behavior depend on the real axial stress level
424and (3) the non linear behavior of bituminous packer, which pre-
425sents high plastic deformation and a soft stiffness for low stress
426levels, determinates the ring displacements.

Fig. 6. Image of local concrete deformation at joints (a) and an example of its effect on the joint stress distribution (b).

Fig. 7. Evolution of the rotational stiffness of L9 longitudinal joint for two different
axial forces.
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Fig. 8. Tunnel cross section scheme (a). Plan
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427 The experimental section was located inside a hard granodiorite
428 rock formation that was resistant enough to generate a self-stable
429 excavation and, hence the ground almost did not generate external
430 pressures over the lining, as proved the measurements of the
431 instruments. Consequently, it was supposed that the initial load
432 over the lining was caused by the hydraulic pressure of the ground
433 water. This pressure was obtained from the load cells placed at the
434 extrados of the experimental ring and was applied to the numerical
435 models to perform the initial situation analysis. In order to
436 correctly simulate the tunnel construction process, the ground–
437 structure interaction was remained inactive in this initial phase.
438 W
439 fix

440of forces between the lining and the ground. After the analysis of
441the initial state, the same load procedure followed during the
442‘‘in situ’’ test was reproduced. The load stages described in
443Table 2 were sequentially applied, considering that every stage is
444defined by a loading and unloading cycle (Molins and Arnau,
4452011). The jack forces were applied by means of distributed loads
446according to the real placement and surface of the jacks.

4475.

448

449wh
450ex

Table 1
Main characteristics of the in situ test performed models.

Shell model Plane stress model

Description Quantity Description Quantity

Nodes 3882 18,464
Segments elements Quadrilateral eight nodes curved shell elements (CQ40S) 525 Quadrilateral elements, eight nodes (CQ16 M) 5104
Plastic packer elements Quadrilateral eight nodes curved shell elements (CQ40S) 40 Quadrilateral elements, eight nodes (CQ16 M) 32
Segment joints elements Line interface shell elements, 3 + 3 nodes (CL24I) 40 Line interface elements, 3 + 3 nodes (CL12I) 32
Grout interface elements Plane quadrilateral interface shell elements, 8 + 8 nodes (CQ48I) 525 Line interface elements, 3 + 3 nodes (CL12I) 735
Reinforcement elements Reinforcement bar elements (Reinforcement) 844 Reinforcement bar elements (Reinforcement) 1458
Spring elements Translation spring element, one node (SP1TR) 3746 Translation spring element, one node (SP1TR) 2956

Note: Diana 9 codification for each kind of element is specified in brackets.

Table 2
Load stages performed in the in situ test (Molins and Arnau, 2010).

Phase Stage Active jacks Load/jack (kN) Tunnel crown vertical
deflection (mm)

0 1 Jack 1 + Jack 2 + Jack 3 100 –
1 2 Jack 1 + Jack 2 500 0.531

3 Jack 1 500 0.022
4 Jack 2 500 0.543

2 5 Jack 1 + Jack 2 1500 2.627
6 Jack 1 1500 0.198
7 Jack 2 1500 3.076

Fig. 9. Circumferential stress during stage 5 (MPa) and cracked elements (in black).
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Fig. 11. Radial ground response in stages 5 (a) and 7 (b) and associated deforme
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
precision. The comparison is carried out in terms of general behav-
ior, displacements, joints movements and crack patterns.

Fig. 12. Comparison of results of radial displacement at stage 2.
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4535.1. General behavior

454Fig. 9 shows the circumferential stresses predicted by the plane
455stress model on the tunnel crown zone and the finite elements

Fig. 13. Comparison of results of radial displacement at stage 4.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of results of radial displacement at stage 5. Fig. 15. Comparison of results of radial displacement at stage 7.
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Pl
in
ected by cracking at stage 5 (Table 2), corresponding to a load of
00 kN per jack. Joint non linear behavior can be clearly appraised
rough the absence of tensile stresses at the extrados side of the
nt at 102� and the concentration of compressions at the intrados
e. Equally as observed during the test, cracking is only present at

e intrados of the locations of the jacks. At these points, compres-
n stresses are observed at the extrados, including a concentra-

ig. 16. Radial displacement obtained in plane stress model at stages 2 and 5.
n at the steel plate.
The numerical simulations reproduce the same mechanism

verning the displacements of the loaded ring observed experi-
entally. As can be seen in Fig. 10 where the plane stress model
formed shape for stage 5 is shown, ring movements are mainly
used by concentrated rotations in longitudinal joints and in the
cked sections under the jacks.

nu
go
po
re
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Fig. 17. Evolution of joints closure (intrados si
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One of the most important conclusions from the in situ test (Mo-
s and Arnau, 2011) was that, for hard ground conditions, the ring

sponse under concentrated loads is related to an arch behavior
at directly discharge the load to the ground. This fact produces a
sisting mechanism which is concentrated nearby the zone where
e loads are applied. Fig. 11a and b shows the numerically obtained
dial ground response for stages 5 and 7 and the associated
formed shape of the ring respectively.
In both cases, the radial response clearly denotes the zone
ere the arch is pressuring the ground and how the rest of the
g does not present any significant interaction. Consequently,

e structural response of the ring under concentrated loads in
rd ground conditions is limited to the behavior of the zone close
the loads appliance points.

. Displacements

The radial displacement obtained by both models for stages 2, 4,
nd 7 and the experimental measurements are presented in Figs.
–15. For the shell model, the displacements of the two segment
ges are presented. Jack 1 was located far from the tunnel crown
d, in consequence, its isolated action (stages 3 and 6) did not
nerate significant movements on the instruments placement
able 2). For this reason, the numerical results obtained for these
ges are not presented.
493The vertical displacement of the tunnel crown obtained in the
494merical models (radial displacement at b = 90�) shows a very
495od agreement with the experimental results (Table 2, and square
496int in figures). Plane stress and shell models present very similar
497sults for all loading stages. The vertical displacement obtained
498r stages 2 and 7 presents an excellent accuracy whilst the analy-
499of stage 5 shows a slight underestimation in front of the

de) at 54� and 102� during stage 5.
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experimental data. A small overestimation of the measured move
ment is obtained for stage 4. In fact, the measured result is not i
concordance with the tendency of each load configuration becaus
the isolated action of jack 2 (stages 4 and 7) should provide highe
crown displacements that the simultaneous action of jacks 1 and
(stages 2 and 5). It is also important to notice that displacement
are mainly concentrated under the jacks and, in consequence, pres
ent a high variation in a short distance. In consequence, some sma
variations in the test instruments positions can provide difference
like the obtained between the experimental and the numerica
results.

The effects of the final eccentricity of the jacks caused by it
deficient allocation can be observed in shell elements model re
sults. The displacements obtained in the ring front side are alway
higher that the ones obtained in the back side, thus showing th
non-uniform deflection of the ring.

Fig. 16 shows the comparison of the radial displacements ob
tained for the configurations where jacks 1 and 2 acts simulta
neously (stages 2 and 5). The load increase does not entail
widest descent zone, maintaining it between the joints. In conse
quence, the increase of the radial displacement is originated b
higher rotations in joints and in the cracked sections under th
jacks. In fact, both analytical and experimental results coincide tha
no cracking is produced during stage 2.

Fig. 18. Evolution of joints closure (i
Fig. 19. Crack patterns obtained at the in situ

Please cite this article in press as: Arnau, O., Molins, C. Experimental and anal
in situ loading test. Part 2: Numerical simulation. Tunnel. Underg. Space Te
5.3. Joints movements

The comparison of the evolution of joints closures obtaine
experimentally and analytically during the stages 5 and 6 of th
test are presented in Figs. 17 and 18. Experimental results in joint
were measured by displacement transducers (T1, tunnel side, an
T2, excavation side) placed at the intrados of the loaded ring be
tween segments A1–A2 (54�), A2–A3 (102�) and A3–B (150�).

As can be clearly observed in both graphs of Fig. 17, the evolutio
of joints closure perform a sudden variation for a jack load close t
600 kN which is caused by the start of joint gaping due to the loos
of contact at the extrados side. The evolution of closure at 54� join
presents a very good fitting to the experimental results, wherea
the results at joint 102� present some differences for high load va
ues. On the other hand, the evolution of 102� joint closure durin
stage 6 perfectly fits with the numerical prediction (Fig. 18) whils
the 150� joint is the one that present some differences. This fac
means that the small inaccuracy of the numerical model should b
caused by the imprecision of some input parameters more tha
the strategies used to model the different phenomena involved o
the structural response of the ring. The agreement obtained in th
radial displacements shows that these differences might be cause
by small variations on the distribution of the concentrated rotation
between the joints and the cracked sections. If the radial groun

dos side) at 102� and 150� during stage 6.

test (a) and by the shell numerical model (b).
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547 stiffness is slightly overestimated the flexibility of the arch mecha-
548 nism is reduced, diminishing the rotations experimented at joints.
549 Consequently, to obtain the same ring deformation, higher rotations
550 have to be concentrated on the cracked sections.

551 5.4. Crack patterns

552 The experimental crack pattern observed at stage 5 and the one
553 obtained using the shell model are presented in Fig. 19. The numer-
554 ical model fits very well the general tendency of ring cracking. As
555 was previously described, cracks appear exclusively under the jacks
556 (this fact was also confirmed by the plane stress model, Fig. 9), but
557 the 3D features of the shell model provide improved information
558 about the cracking prediction skills of the presented numerical mod-
559 els. The main cracks that appear in the longitudinal tunnel direction
560 have the expectable orientation due to the bending moments pro-
561 duced in the ring by the load. Furthermore, the shell model is capable
562 to reproduce the circumferential cracks (horizontal in Fig. 19) and, in
563 minor extent, the cracks that appear on radial orientation from the
564 jacks positions. Both cracks are caused by local bending stresses
565 derived from the spreading of the jacks loads across the segment.
566 Finally, it is worth noting that the analytical results fit the widest
567 damage zone (with more longitudinal cracks) that was recorded in
568 the experiment for the segment A2.

569 6. Conclusions

570 The simulation of the complex in situ test carried out in its
571 definitive position inside a real tunnel is presented in this paper.
572 The test presents the advantage of providing the real structural re-
573 sponse of a certain tunnel section by taking into account all the
574 parameters that affect it, from the most important to the less rele-
575 vant. The knowledge about the real segmental tunnel lining behav-
576 ior gives the insights of which are the main phenomena affecting
577 its response and, consequently, the most affecting on numerical
578 simulations. Within this process there are a lot of secondary
579 parameters, mainly caused by the tunnel construction process
580 (backfill grout influence, irregular segments connections, etc.), that
581 can affect the precision of the analytical results but should not be
582 determinant on the behavior of the segmental tunnel lining. Addi-
583 tionally, the exactitude of some parameters assumed in the model
584 is questionable (for example, the ground elastic modulus and its
585 homogeneous distribution around the whole tunnel) and this
586 may also affect the precision of the model. Despite these facts,
587 the analysis of the results obtained in the simulation of the
588 in situ test performed by the aforementioned numerical models
589 and its comparison with the experimental evidences showed that:

590 – The lining behavior obtained by the numerical model perfectly
591 fits to the real one deduced from the test measurements. The
592 local arch behavior and the rings displacements caused by joints
593 and cracked sections rotations were clearly appraised.
594 – The accuracy shown in the displacements predictions through
595 all the loading process confirms the validity of the adopted
596 modeling philosophy, hypothesis and techniques.
597 – The similarities obtained between the real and the numerical
598 crack patterns corroborate the suitability of the adopted model
599 on taking into account the steel fibers contribution to the struc-
600 tural response of the lining.
601 – The obtaining of the real structural response of segmental tun-
602 nel linings requires the realistic simulation of: (1) the unilateral
603 behavior of joints, including the packing material response if it
604 exists, (2) the ground-structure interaction, considering the
605 tangential effects and the loose of contact, and (3) the cracking
606 of concrete for high load scenarios such as applied to L9 tunnel
607 during the in situ test.

608

609For these reasons, it can be concluded that the structural behav-
610ior of SFRC segmental tunnel linings can be accurately simulated
611by adopting the appropriate hypothesis and modeling techniques.
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